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AWS Certiﬁed Advanced
Networking (Specialty)
Validate your technical skills and
grow your career.
An Advanced Networking (Specialty) exam helps people who usually complete elaborate networking
tasks. Individuals who are poised to take this exam traditionally already hold an AWS Certiﬁcation in
a related ﬁeld.

Why Take The AWS Advanced Networking (Specialty) Course?
Your certiﬁcation places you at the front of the line.
Passing the exam will allow you to attain an industry-recognized merit from AWS that says: you
know what you’re doing. It proves to your employer that you have the necessary skills and
knowledge to earn top dollar when you work for them.

Increase Your Earning Potential:
One of the main beneﬁts of this certiﬁcation is being able to leverage a higher salary at your
current position. This certiﬁcation is considered to be one of the most diﬃcult, but with the
most potential for reward.

Abilities Validated By The Certiﬁcation:
Design, develop, and deploy cloud-based solutions using AWS
Implement core AWS services according to basic architecture best practices
Design and maintain network architecture for all AWS services
Leverage tools to automate AWS networking tasks

Recommended Knowledge & Experience:
We recommend candidates hold an AWS Certiﬁed Cloud Practitioner or a current Associate-level
certiﬁcation: AWS Certiﬁed Solutions Architect – Associate, AWS Certiﬁed Developer – Associate or
AWS Certiﬁed SysOps Administrator – Associate
Advanced knowledge of AWS networking concepts and technologies
Minimum ﬁve years hands-on experience architecting and implementing network solutions
Advanced networking architectures and interconnectivity options (e.g., IP VPN, MPLS/VPLS)
Networking technologies within the OSI model, and how they aﬀect implementation decisions
Development of automation scripts and tools
CIDR and sub-netting (IPv4 and IPv6)
IPv6 transition challenges
Generic solutions for network security features, including WAF, IDS, IPS, DDoS protection,
and Economic Denial of Service/Sustainability (EDoS)

Scoring
Domain 1: Design and Implement Hybrid IT Network Architectures at Scale 23%
Domain 2: Design and Implement AWS Networks 29%
Domain 3: Automate AWS Tasks 8%
Domain 4: Conﬁgure Network Integration with Application Services 15%
Domain 5: Design and Implement for Security and Compliance 12%
Domain 6: Manage, Optimize, and Troubleshoot the Network 13%

Exam Topics:
AWS Certiﬁed Advanced Networking – Specialty (ANS-C00)
Domain 1: Design and Implement Hybrid IT Network Architectures at Scale
1.1 Implement connectivity for hybrid IT
1.2 Given a scenario, derive an appropriate hybrid IT architecture connectivity solution
1.3 Explain the process to extend connectivity using AWS Direct Connect
1.4 Evaluate design alternatives that leverage AWS Direct Connect
1.5 Deﬁne routing policies for hybrid IT architectures
Domain 2: Design and Implement AWS Networks
2.1 Apply AWS networking concepts
2.2 Given customer requirements, deﬁne network architectures on AWS
2.3 Propose optimized designs based on the evaluation of an existing implementation

2.4 Determine network requirements for a specialized workload
2.5 Derive an appropriate architecture based on customer and application requirements
2.6 Evaluate and optimize cost allocations given a network design and application data ﬂow
Domain 3: Automate AWS Tasks
3.1 Evaluate automation alternatives within AWS for network deployments
3.2 Evaluate tool-based alternatives within AWS for network operations and management
Domain 4: Conﬁgure Network Integration with Application Services
4.1 Leverage the capabilities of Route 53
4.2 Evaluate DNS solutions in a hybrid IT architecture
4.3 Determine the appropriate conﬁguration of DHCP within AWS
4.4 Given a scenario, determine an appropriate load balancing strategy within the AWS
ecosystem
4.5 Determine a content distribution strategy to optimize for performance
4.6 Reconcile AWS service requirements with network requirements
Domain 5: Design and Implement for Security and Compliance
5.1 Evaluate design requirements for alignment with security and compliance objectives
5.2 Evaluate monitoring strategies in support of security and compliance objectives
5.3 Evaluate AWS security features for managing network traﬃc
5.4 Utilize encryption technologies to secure network communications
Domain 6: Manage, Optimize, and Troubleshoot the Network
6.1 Given a scenario, troubleshoot and resolve a network issue

Prepare for your exam:
The best way to prepare is with ﬁrst-hand experience. Taking advantage of the opportunities that
Phoenix TS provides will assist you with gathering all the knowledge and skills you’ll need for
certiﬁcation.

Phoenix TS AWS Certiﬁed Advanced Networking –
Learning Pathways
Advanced Architecting on AWS
Course Overview In this 3-day AWS course how to build complex solutions that incorporate data

services, governance, and security on AWS. This Amazon AWS Training course introduces
specialized AWS services, including AWS Direct Connect and AWS Storage Gateway to support
hybrid architecture. It also covers designing best practices for building scalable, elastic, secure, and
highly […]

Register

Price Match Guarantee
We’ll match any competitor’s price quote. Call us at 240-667-7757.

Exam Details

Multiple choice, multiple answers
Testing in person or online proctored exam
130 Min to take the test
$150 test fee
Available in English, Japanese, Korean, and Simpliﬁed Chinese

